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Abstract— Mostly Users select the common passwords 

which is easy to guess and remember. Passwords are stored 

in the database in the form of cryptographic hash function 

and it’s fully protected. There are many password cracking 

tools available which can easily crack these passwords when 

the passwords are weak. Weak passwords are not just the 

problem for hashing but also affect the security in Password-

Based Encryption scheme where the message is encrypted 

through password. In this review paper we have studied 

Honey Encryption (HE) which is a new encryption scheme 

that provides flexibility and fix all the fails of AES against 

brute force attacks by ensuring that messages decrypted with 

invalid keys produce a valid-looking fake keys. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A password is a string or word of characters used for user 

authentication to prove identity or access approval to get 

access to a resource, which is kept secret from attackers. 

Most of the users usually select the passwords that are very 

simple (i.e. Date of Birth or any continuous string) and 

therefore it is easy to guess. Thus the problem is that, if it is 

easy to guess then it also easy to be predicted by the 

attacker. Most users would like to pick one password and 

use it for all their accounts, never change it and write it 

down for future references. 

About 34 million clear-text passwords were 

generate when an attacker was able to enter into the 

database of addy.com which provides services and 

applications for social networking sites, through SQL 

vulnerability. If login names and passwords become easy to 

guess then it becomes more likely that the attackers or 

hackers will be able to hack accounts using various 

attacking techniques such as Brute Force, Dictionary attacks 

and readily available password cracking tools. 

 
Fig. 1: Decryption with any key outputs plausible plaintexts 

The common selection of passwords by the users 

which are easy to remember is the main reason behind the 

development of Honey Encryption (HE).honey encryption is 

a type of data encryption that produces an encrypted and 

encoded information which when decrypted with an 

incorrect key, generates an  invalid password or encryption 

key. Honey encryption technique puzzle the attacker with 

fake keys and it makes harder for attacker to guess that the 

key is correct or not.  

II. BRUTE FORCE ATTACK 

Brute force attack is an attack that have many attackers that 

try so many passwords and keys with the hope of eventually 

guessing correctly. The attacker checks all possible keys 

until the valid one is found. The attacker search the key 

which is created from password and this search are known 

as exhaustive key search .This is a cryptanalytic attack that 

can used to decrypt the data. Brute force attack is very slow 

when it used to guessing long passwords and fast for all 

short passwords. For guessing longer passwords other 

methods comes into picture like dictionary attack. It takes 

less time compare to brute force for search. Brute force 

attacks work by calculating every possible combination that 

could make up a password and testing it to see if it is a 

correct password or not .As the length of password 

increases, then the time of finding the correct password also 

increases. Software like Hashcat, RainbowCat etc are 

perform brute force attack. 

III. HONEY ENCRYPTION 

At past AES has ruled over the cyber and data security 

algorithms but unfortunately it fails for brute force attack. 

Since then developers trying their best to overcome from 

this problem. So Ari Juels and Thomas Ristenpart have put 

forward to overcome from this fail and develop (HE). 

Honey Encryption technique was developed by Ari 

Juels and Thomas Ristenpart from the University of 

Wisconsin. Basically. Honey encryption is works best when 

we obtain data from password or keys. When the attacker 

tries to guess the correct password through brute force then 

honey encryption technique comes into play .It produce the 

ciphertext when attacker tries to decrypt the file with an 

incorrect key. It provides MR security and semantic 

security. 

For an example, if an attacker tries to get a debit 

card pin number by making 100 attempts, then for all the 

100 attempts he will be getting 100 fake debit card pin 

numbers. Each decryption is going to look as valid as other.’ 

IV. DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMING ENCODERS (DTE)  

The Distributed Transforming Encoding is the main idea 

behind the honey encryption technique. It uses the special 
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function through which encodes and decodes the message 

space take place. Honey encryption manages the space of 

plaintext through DTE. The approx values are mapped to a 

seed, using a specified value of n. 

The distribution transforming encodes the message 

L as a K bit seed S∈{0, 1}K and decodes the message by 

inverse DTE method, decode (S) =L. DTE is a good model 

of the message distribution. The internal structure of the HE 

includes DTE encryption and DTE decryption .The two 

algorithms describes the net functioning of the Honey 

Encryption.  

Honey Encryption Algorithm: 

H Enc(K,M) 

S  $ encode (M) 

R  $ {0, 1} n 

S’ H(R, K) 

C  S’⊕S 

Return (R,C) 

Honey Decryption Algorithm: 

HDec (K, (R, C)) 

S’ H(R, K) 

S C ⊕S‟ 

M  decode(S) 

Return M 

It is a honey encryption algorithm both encrypted 

and decrypted. In algorithm H is cryptographic hash 

function. K is a key, M is a message, S is seed, R is random 

string, C is a ciphertext and $ is a some number of 

uniform random bits. When the Honey Encryption is applied 

to the plaintext message M, it first encodes the message M 

to S and then encrypts S by a key K using suitable 

symmetric encryption algorithm .The above algorithms 

describes these steps clearly, honey encryption provide the 

high message security. This functioning can be described by 

an example encrypting Ice Cream flavours. This example 

includes three flavours such as strawberry, chocolate and 

vanilla. These encrypted items will have a two bit string 

such as {00, 01, 10, 11} etc. 

Let’s take an example to show how honey 

encryption works. Assume Nora want to encrypt his 

favourite Ice Cream flavour M= chocolate that is to be send 

to Bob and its secret key =0000 that is shared with Bob 

only. Nora makes an Ice Cream flavour DTE that maps the 

message M into the space of 2-bit strings {00, 01, 10, 11}. 

The working is like through DTE the encoded strawberry 

have the value 00 and encoded vanilla have the value 10 or 

11 which is chosen randomly. The message encoded by 

Nora that is chocolate is having the value 01. Nora selects a 

random string R and computes S’=H(R, K) and assume that 

S’=(R, 0000) =11 and then the Nora computes 

C=11⊕01=10 and it is forwarded to Bob.  

Bob decrypts C by the key that has been shared by 

the Nora that is key K=0000. So S’=H(R, 0000) =11, and 

S=C⊕S’=10⊕11=01 and the encode (01) = chocolate and 

the message is successfully recovered by the Bob. Suppose 

an attacker tries to decrypt it. He doesn’t know the key that 

is used so he assumes key such that of 1657, H=(R, 1657) 

and that is (00) and then S’=C⊕S’ is 10, and by decoding it 

he will get (10) and that is vanilla. Thus the attacker become 

fool by this new type of encryption.   

 
Fig. 2:  DTE Mapping 

Above figure represents the DTE mapping construct by 

Nora to encrypt the information. 

In simple words the key that is used decode the 

information is submitted by the user. After that honey 

checker checks the submitted key. If the key is true then the 

access is granted, if not then invalid keys are generated to 

confuse the attacker.  

 
Fig. 3: Architecture of working of honey encryption 
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